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Abstract Journal peer review relies on the willingness of researchers to volunteer their

time to review manuscripts. However, editors often have difficulty recruiting reviewers,

and this difficulty can vary quite substantially among manuscripts. This study examines

whether the difficulty recruiting reviewers influences outcomes of the peer review process

at six journals of ecology and evolution. The difficulty editors had recruiting reviewers

varied substantially among papers, with editors successfully recruiting the first two people

invited just 22% of the time, and being declined by two or more invitees for more than half

(56%) of reviewed papers. Papers for which editors had more difficulty recruiting

reviewers were more likely to be declined at all six journals, with an increase in the odds of

acceptance ranging from a low of 3.5 ± 1.2% to a high of 17.3 ± 2.0% for each 10%

increase in the proportion of reviewers agreeing to review. Papers for which editors had

more difficulty recruiting reviewers were also reviewed less positively at all six journals,

and this influence on review scores explained most but not all of the influence of

recruitment difficulty on outcomes. Reviewers invited close together in sequence (without

many declined invitations between them) were more consistent in the scores they submit

than were reviewers invited more greatly separated in sequence, suggesting that editors

recruit different kinds of reviewers early versus late in the reviewer invitation sequence.

However, the scores submitted by later-recruited reviewers were not less predictive of the

editor’s decision than were scores of early-recruited reviewers. The influence of reviewer

recruitment difficulty on decisions, although of small effect, should be considered among

the diversity of variables that influence outcomes of the editorial and peer review process at

academic journals.
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Introduction

The success of the peer review process relies on the willingness of researchers to review

manuscripts, usually as volunteer service (i.e., unpaid). However, editors of many journals

argue that they are finding reviewers increasingly difficult to recruit (Baveye and Trevors

2011; Goldman 2015; discussion in Albert et al. 2016). Most such reports are anecdotal,

but some data supports this contention; for example, the proportion of review invitations

that led to a submitted review declined substantially at four ecology journals, from 56% in

2003 to just 37% in 2015 (averaged across those four journals; Fox et al. 2017b), though

reviewer recruitment success declined less or even stayed fairly constant at some other

journals (Vines et al. 2010; Albert et al. 2016; Fox et al. 2017b). Within journals, the

difficulty recruiting reviewers varies substantially across papers; for some papers editors

successfully recruit the first two people they invite, but for other papers editors need to

contact many more than two potential reviewers, occasionally even more than 10 or even

15 (Stamm et al. 2007; Lajtha and Baveye 2010; Baveye and Trevors 2011; Fox and Burns

2015), just to obtain two reviews. The reasons why prospective reviewers decline to review

are diverse (Breuning et al. 2015; Willis 2016), but in some instances include an expec-

tation that the paper will be low quality or uninteresting (Tite and Schroter 2007; Zaharie

and Osoian 2016), likely signaled by aspects of the manuscript made available in the

review invitation (paper title, author identities and/or abstract content).

Regardless of the actual reasons why invitees decline to review, difficulty recruiting

reviewers could influence outcomes of the peer review process. In particular, editors may

be more likely to decline papers for which they had greater difficulty recruiting reviews,

possibly because they consciously assume that difficulty recruiting reviewers signals poor

manuscript quality, or because such difficulties frustrate or annoy the editor leading to a

subconscious bias against the manuscript. However, studies that examine how reviewer

recruitment influences peer review outcomes are mixed. The difficulty that editors had

recruiting reviewers was unrelated to manuscript acceptance rates at the journal Radiology

(Kallmes et al. 2017). In contrast, the probability that a manuscript was rejected increased

with the number of prospective reviewers that declined the invitation to review at an

ecology journal, Functional Ecology (Fox and Burns 2015) and at the biomedical journal

Head & Face Medicine (Stamm et al. 2007). However, those studies did not examine

whether this effect was mediated by the scores given to papers by reviewers and so did not

explore whether the effect was mediated by manuscript quality.

The purpose of this study is to: (1) examine whether difficulty recruiting reviewers

predicts the fate of submitted manuscripts at six journals in ecology and evolution (24,325

reviewed manuscripts), (2) test whether this influence is mediated by reviewer assessments

of manuscript quality or importance (peer review scores), or whether editors are more

likely to decline manuscripts for which they have difficulty recruiting reviewers after

accounting for the influence of review scores, and (3) test whether difficulty recruiting

reviewers predicts eventual citation numbers for papers in one of the focal journals.

Methods

The dataset

All six journals examined here use ScholarOne Manuscripts to manage submissions and

peer review. The dataset includes peer review data for all manuscripts submitted between 1
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January 2003 and 30 June 2015 for Functional Ecology, J Animal Ecology, J Applied

Ecology and J Ecology, between 13 August 2009 and 30 June 2015 for Methods in Ecology

and Evolution (this journal received its first ever submission on 13 August 2009), and

between 20 May 2007 and 31 December 2015 for Evolution (Evolution began using

ScholarOne Manuscripts to manage submissions in May 2007). The dataset includes only

standard research papers (called a ‘‘Research Article’’ at Methods in Ecol Evol, an

‘‘Original Article’’ at Evolution, and a ‘‘Standard Paper’’ at the other journals); it excludes

review papers, commentaries, perspectives, editorials, brief communications and other

types of papers not considered typical full-length research manuscripts. I consider only the

first submission of a paper; revisions and/or resubmissions were excluded, even if sent for a

second round of peer review, since these papers commonly go to the same reviewers who

reviewed the first submission. The dataset includes 113,687 reviewer invitations that

yielded 51,984 reviews for 24,325 standard research papers that were sent for review.

For one of the six journals, Functional Ecology, citation data from Web of Science was

extracted in December 2014 for papers that were published in the journal between 2005

(the first year for which I have peer review data for most published papers) and 2013.

Citation data were merged with the peer review data. Citation counts are an imperfect

measure of manuscript impact because they do not capture many uses of manuscripts (e.g.,

by practitioners; Stremersch et al. 2007) and can covary with features of a manuscript

unrelated to it’s significance or quality (Mingers and Xu 2010). However, citations do

covary with article downloads (Perneger 2004; Moed and Halevi 2016; Vaughan et al.

2017) and other metrics of influence (Mingers and Xu 2010; Thelwall et al. 2013).

Variables in the dataset

For each manuscript that fits the criteria defined above, I have information on whether the

paper was assigned to an associate editor, whether it was sent for peer review, when each

selected reviewer was invited, the fate of all review invitations (including both whether

they responded to the email and whether they agreed to review), whether and when they

submitted a review, the review score, and the final decision on the manuscript. Prospective

reviewers are provided the name of the manuscript, identity of the authors, and abstract of

the paper in the invitation email.

The journals considered here vary in the reviewer scoring categories they use. With the

assistance of the journal editorial teams, scoring systems for each journal were converted to

a point scale (with high scores being better). I then averaged scores within manuscripts and

standardized these scores to their overall mean and standard deviation (i.e., to mean of 0

and standard deviation of 1) within journals and years (because scoring criteria vary among

journals and years), such that all review scores are on the same scale. Of course, review

scores alone do not capture the entirety of a reviewer’s assessment of a manuscript—

reviewers also provide (often very thorough) written comments that contribute important

information considered by editors when making their decisions (Bornmann et al. 2010).

Review scores also lump together reviewer opinions of manuscript quality, novelty, and

relevance to the journal, but they do predict editor decisions on manuscripts.

The decisions made by editors also vary among journals. Though all journals have the

standard ‘‘reject’’ versus ‘‘revision invited’’ outcomes, some make frequent use of ‘‘reject

with resubmission invited’’ (commonly called ‘‘reject without prejudice’’) as a more strict

form of revision invitation, rather than, e.g., requesting major revision. Since resubmitted

papers generally were re-reviewed and a significant proportion of these were eventually

declined, papers that were rejected with revision invited are counted as having been
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rejected for all analyses of editorial decisions. Alternative analyses including these papers

as having been invited for revision do not change any conclusions.

Statistical analyses

Many of the variables examined here are binary; e.g., the reviewer agreed to review [yes/

no], or a revision was invited for a manuscript [yes/no]. These variables were thus analyzed

using logistic regression (SAS Proc logistic with link = logit). For non-binary variables,

such as the time it took reviewers to respond to the review invitation, the time it took for

them to submit their review, and their review score, I used general linear models (SAS Proc

GLM). All analyses were of the form DependentVariable = Year ? IndependentVari-

ables ? TwoWayInteractions. Year is included because reviewer response rates (Fox et al.

2017) and manuscript outcomes (Fox et al. 2016) have varied substantially over time for

most of these journals. For all analyses each manuscript provided a single data point (with

one exception; for the analysis of the relationship between time and review score, each

review was treated as a single data point). Further details are described as necessary as

results are presented.

To test whether the number of citations a paper receives is predicted by the difficulty

editors had recruiting reviews (for Functional Ecology), I used linear models with

log10(Citations ? 1) = PublicationYear ? IndependentVariables.

Results

Over the period for which data on reviewer invitations are available, these journals have

invited an average of 4.73 ± (SEM) 0.16 prospective reviewers per paper to obtain on

average 2.26 ± 0.04 agreed reviewers and 2.14 ± 0.03 reviews per paper (means were

averaged first across papers, then across years within journals, then across journals; 94.7%

of agreed reviewers submitted a review). However, the number of review invitations sent

per paper has varied among journals and over time (Fig. 1a). This variation in invitations is

much greater than that for the number of reviewers that agreed to review, which averages

slightly over 2 per paper and varied only slightly among journals (from a low average of

2.15 to a high of 2.28; F5,24297 = 72.8, P\ 0.001) and over time (F1,24297 = 4.82,

P = 0.02). More importantly, the number of invitations sent per paper varied because the

proportion of invited reviewers that agree to review varies among journals and has declined

over time for most journals (Fig. 1b). I thus include main effects of both Journal and Year

in most of the analyses presented below. [A more thorough examination of reviewer

response rates is presented in Fox et al. 2017a (for all six journals) and Fox et al.

2016a, b, 2017b (for Functional Ecology)].

Within journals, the number of invitees that decline to review varied substantially

among papers. Only 21.7% of papers (averaged across journals and years) had all invitees

agree to review (i.e., no one declined the review invitation), with a low of just 14.4% for J

Appl Ecol to a high of 26.0% for Evolution (Fig. 2). In contrast, 56% of papers had two or

more invitees decline the review invitation, 27% of papers had four or more invitees

decline, and 12% of papers had six or more invitees decline, though these percentages were

all higher in later years than in early years.
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Does reviewer recruitment predict peer review and editorial decisions

The difficulty that editors had obtaining reviews predicted the final fate of the manuscript

for these six journals; papers for which the proportion of invitees that agreed to review was

higher were more likely to be invited for revision (Fig. 3a; Logistic regression; model:

RevisionInvited = Year ? Journal ? ProportionAgreed ? Journal-x-ProportionAgreed

Interaction; Year: v 1
2 = 30.4, P\ 0.001; Journal: v 5

2 = 98.1, P\ 0.001; ProportionA-

greed: v 1
2 = 251.1, P\ 0.001; Interaction: v 5

2 = 87.6, P\ 0.001; adding a quadratic

term for ProportionAgreed does not improve the fit of the model, DAIC = 1.9). The

magnitude of the ProportionAgreed effect varied among journals, but separate analyses for

each journal indicate that the relationship is significantly positive for all six journals (v
1
2[ 7.9, P\ 0.03 for each journal), with an increase in the odds of acceptance ranging

from a low of 3.5 ± 1.2% for each 10% increase in the proportion of reviewers that agreed
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Fig. 1 The a mean number of prospective reviewers invited per manuscript, and b proportion of invited
reviewers that agreed to review for six journals in ecology and evolution. The number of reviewers invited
has varied among journals and over time (analysis of variance; model: NumberOfReview-
ers = Year ? Journal ? Interaction; Year: F1,24313 = 240.9, P\ 0.001; Journal: F5,24313 = 50.8,
P\ 0.001; Interaction: F5,24313 = 50.9, P\ 0.001), in large part because the proportion of invited
reviewers that agree to review varies among journals and has declined over time (logistic regression; model:
ReviewersAgreed/ReviewersInvited = Year ? Journal ? Interaction; Year: v1

2 = 372.4, P\ 0.001; Jour-
nal: v5

2 = 26.5, P\ 0.001; Interaction: v5
2 = 26.6, P\ 0.001)
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to review (for Functional Ecology) to a high of 17.3 ± 2.0% for each 10% increase in the

proportion of reviewers agreeing to review (for Methods in Ecology and Evolution).

An alternative way to visualize the magnitude of these effects is to calculate the

reviewer agreement rate for papers that were rejected versus invited for revision (Fig. 3b).

Though the effect size varies among journals, the pattern is consistent—papers that were

declined from the journals had more difficulty obtaining reviews, with just 56.8 ± 1.6% of

reviewers agreeing to review, compared to 63.0 ± 1.4% for papers with a positive out-

come (averaged across journals and years). In numbers of reviewers: papers that were

reviewed but eventually rejected had, on average, 4.9 ± 0.2 people invited to review,

compared to 4.4 ± 0.1 for those papers that had a positive outcome.

The difficulty editors have in recruiting reviews is also predictive of review scores

(Fig. 4; ReviewScore (standardized by journal and year to a mean of 0 and standard

deviation of 1, with high scores being better) = Year ? Journal ? ProportionA-

greed ? Journal-x-ProportionAgreed Interaction; ProportionAgreed: F1,23198 = 213.6,

P\ 0.001; Interaction: F5,23198 = 14.9, P\ 0.001). The relationship between reviewer

recruitment (proportion of invitees that agreed to review) and review scores is significantly

positive (P\ 0.05) for all journals, with the slopes ranging between a very low of

0.12 ± 0.06 for Functional Ecology to a high of 0.87 ± 0.09 for Methods in Ecology and

Evolution (Fig. 4).

Given that review scores covary (among papers) with the difficulty in recruiting

reviewers, it is possible that the observed influence of reviewer recruitment difficulty on

editor decisions for reviewed papers is mediated by review scores. Indeed, review score is

the largest factor affecting editor decisions, but the influence of reviewer recruitment

difficulty remains detectable even after accounting for review scores; when I fit a model

sequentially adding ProportionAgreed after review scores, ProportionAgreed remains a

significant predictor of manuscript outcome, though the variance explained is much smaller

than that of review scores (RevisionInvited = Year ? Journal ? ReviewScore ? Pro-

portionAgreed ? Interactions; ReviewScore: v 1
2 = 3554.2, P\ 0.001; ProportionAgreed:

v1
2 = 71.2, P\ 0.001). When separate models were fit for each journal, ProportionAgreed
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Fig. 2 The distribution of declined review invitations (mean ± SEM), of invitees that responded to the
invitation (excludes non-responses), averaged across six journals in ecology and evolution over the total
period for which data are available (the average number of declines per paper has increased over time; see
Fig. 1b). The maximum number of declines for any paper was 25
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remains significant for every journal, but the variance explained is generally small

(4.1\ v1
2\ 70.9; P\ 0.05 for each journal).

One possible explanation for why papers are more likely to be declined if reviewers are

difficult to recruit, after accounting for average review scores, is that editors need to resort

to inviting reviewers whose opinions they value less and are thus more likely to disregard.

The correlation between the review scores submitted by early and later-recruited reviewers

does decline with the number of unsuccessful review invitations sent between their

recruitment (Fig. 5). However, there was no evidence that earlier-recruited reviewers are

more or less positive than later-recruited reviewers (t2464 = 1.28, P = 0.20), and no evi-

dence that the scores submitted by later-recruited reviewers are less predictive of the

editor’s decision (model: RevisionInvited = Year ? Journal ? EarlyReviewerS-

core ? LateReviewerScore; EarlyReviewerScore, Odds Ratio: 3.14 [95% CI: 2.75–3.62],

v1
2 = 267.9, P\ 0.001; LateReviewerScore, Odds Ratio:4.05 [95% CI: 3.51–4.70],

v1
2 = 355.9, P\ 0.001); the trend is instead opposite of that predicted by the hypothesis
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Fig. 3 a The relationship between manuscript outcome (revision invited) and the proportion of invitees that
agree to review (predicted relationship (solid lines), removing the among-year variation, plus 95%
confidence interval (dashed lines)). b The proportion of invited reviewers that agree to review
(mean ± SEM) for papers that were rejected from the journal (filled circle) versus those invited for
revision (empty circle). Averages were first calculated across papers within years, and then across years
within journals
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that editors are more likely to disregard the later-recruited reviewer. For this analysis I

included reviewers recruited with five or more declines between them (n = 2465 papers)

because some of the journals being analyzed (e.g., Functional Ecology) request that

handling editors submit at least six prospective reviewer names for newly assigned

manuscripts, such that reviewers invited with five or more declines between them would

usually be from different batches of editor-selected reviewers. Changing this threshold

influences the parameter estimates but there is no threshold for which the scores submitted

by early recruited reviewers are more predictive of outcomes than are scores submitted by

later-recruited reviewers.

Another variable that may influence editor opinions of a paper, irrespective of manu-

script quality, is the delay experienced in recruiting reviewers and obtaining reviews.

However, there is no evidence that the final decision on a manuscript was predicted by

either the mean or maximum (per paper) number of days it took reviewers to respond to the

review request (of those that agreed to review) or the mean or maximum number of days it

took reviewers to submit their review (logistic regression, model:
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Fig. 4 The relationship between the proportion of invitees that agree to review and manuscript review
scores (mean per paper; higher is better) for six journals in ecology and evolution. Review scores are
standardized within journals and years (to a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1) and, for the figure, the
variance among years is removed
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RevisionInvited = Year ? Journal ? Time ? Journal*Time interaction; v1
2\ 1.95;

P[ 0.16 for each). There is also no evidence that the length of time reviewers take to

respond to the initial review invitation (given they agreed to review) or the time they took

to submit their review was predictive of the score they gave to papers (analysis of variance,

P[ 0.24 for each term).

Does reviewer recruitment predict citations?

For the subset of reviewed papers that were accepted and thus published by the journal

Functional Ecology and for which I have citation data (n = 1043 standard papers), there is

no evidence that higher reviewer recruitment success was predictive of increased citations;

the slope was opposite the predicted direction and not significantly different from zero

(model: log10(Citations ? 1) = PublicationYear ? ProportionAgreed; ProportionA-

greed: slope: -0.17 ± 0.09, F1,1040 = 3.41, P = 0.07). When added to this model, peer

review scores (standardized by year to a mean of 0 and standard deviation of (1) also failed

to predict citations received by manuscripts (slope: 0.00 ± 0.02, F1,1039 = 0.01, P = 0.93)

and their inclusion in the model had little effect on the slope and statistical non-signifi-

cance of the reviewer recruitment effect (slope: -0.17 ± 0.09, F1,1039 = 3.26, P = 0.07).

Discussion

Most people that decline invitations to review manuscripts for academic journals do so

because they are too busy (Tite and Schroter 2007; Ware and Monkman 2008; Breuning

et al. 2015; Willis 2016) or because the topic does not match their expertise (Tite and
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Fig. 5 The slope of the relationship (regression coefficient ± standard error) between the scores submitted
by earlier versus later invited reviewers; this relationship is lower for reviewers invited further apart in
sequence. Slopes are calculated from the model ReviewScoreLaterInvited = Journal ? ReviewScoreEarlierIn-
vited, run separately for each bin (data are binned along the x-axis for presentation purposes; the full model
treating NumberOfDeclines as a continuous variable is: ReviewScoreLaterInvited = Journal ? ReviewS-
coreEarlierInvited ? NumberOfDeclines ? ReviewScoreEarlierInvited*NumberOfDeclines, with Journal as a
fixed effect and ReviewScore and NumberOfDeclines as continuous variables. ReviewScoreEarlierInvite:
F1,23202 = 4033.1, P\ 0.001; NumberOfDeclines: F1,23202 = 20.5, P\ 0.001; Interaction:
F1,23202 = 1371.6, P\ 0.001
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Schroter 2007; Breuning et al. 2015; Willis 2016). However, a modest proportion of

prospective reviewers acknowledge that they decline to review a manuscript if they expect

it to be low quality (Tite and Schroter 2007; Ware and Monkman 2008; Sense About

Science 2009). Editors should thus have greater difficulty finding reviewers when manu-

scripts are lower quality. In this study of six journals of ecology and evolution, I find

support for this; papers for which editors had more difficulty recruiting reviewers (a) were

scored as lower quality and/or less significant papers by reviewers, and (b) were more

likely to be declined by the journal after review, compared to papers for which reviewers

were more easily recruited. Though the magnitude of these effects varied among journals,

and were small for some journals, both relationships were significant for all six journals.

The most likely explanation for the negative relationships between reviewer recruitment

success and both peer review scores and editor decisions is that prospective reviewers are

detecting signals of manuscript quality in the invitation email. None of these journals used

double blind review during the period studied here, and so prospective reviewers were

provided the name of the manuscript, identity of the authors, and abstract of the paper

when invited. However, after accounting for variation in manuscript quality by including

peer review scores in our model, editors continue to be more likely to reject papers for

which they had trouble recruiting reviewers, suggesting that variation in manuscript quality

alone is inadequate to explain the observed relationships. I suggest two possible expla-

nations for this. First, when too many invitees decline to review editors may need to resort

to inviting less qualified reviewers with whose opinion they might agree less often.

However, this hypothesis is not supported in the current dataset; the relative influence on

editorial decisions of the scores submitted by earlier-invited versus later-invited reviewers

did not differ, and the trend (albeit not significant) was for later-recruited reviewers to have

more rather than less influence on editor decisions. This might be because editors turn to

professional colleagues, of whom they can request favors, or to reviewers they know to be

reliable and trustworthy (although not necessarily most appropriate for the specific paper),

when they have trouble finding reviewers. Regardless of the explanation, the results are

inconsistent with the hypothesis that editors weigh the opinions of late-recruited reviewers

less than those of their preferred (early-invited) reviewers.

An alternative hypothesis is that editors may be biased, although subtly, against papers

for which they have difficulty recruiting reviewers, either because they believe that dif-

ficulty recruiting reviewers is more informative about manuscript quality than it actually is

or because they become annoyed at or frustrated by such papers. Editors are necessarily

aware of the number of reviewers that have declined because they are either regularly

prompted by the editorial office to submit new prospective reviewer names (e.g., at

Functional Ecology) or must themselves log into the journal manuscript management

system to invite new prospective reviewers. It seems reasonable that the additional

workload necessary to manage such manuscripts—the need to repeatedly identify new

reviewers—will influence, however slightly, an editor’s disposition towards the paper.

Unfortunately, I cannot test this hypothesis with the data available, but anecdotal evidence

(my discussions with editors) suggests that both of these factors occur; some editors do

interpret difficulty recruiting reviews as evidence that papers are low quality and/or

uninteresting, and they do get frustrated trying to find reviewers for such papers.

Estimates of inter-rater agreement—the degree to which independent assessors score a

document similarly—tend to be low for journal and grant peer review (Campos-Arceiz

et al. 2015; reviewed in Bornmann et al. 2010a), as observed in the current study, and

reviewers generally comment on different aspects of a manuscript (e.g., Fiske and Fogg

1990). Though many studies have quantified inter-rater agreement, few have examined
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features of manuscripts, reviewers or editorial processes that influence its magnitude.

Those few studies find little evidence that inter-rater agreement varies among disciplines or

with the extent to which peer review is blinded, though estimates of inter-rater agreement

do generally decline with sample size possibly suggesting a reporting bias in which low

estimates are only reported when datasets are large (meta-analysis and review in Bornmann

et al. 2010a). Inter-rater agreement is likely influenced in the current study by the high

proportion of papers that are declined without review at these journals (reducing the

variance in quality among papers) and by the fairly limited reviewer scoring categories

they provide (scales between 1 and 4 or between 1 and 7, depending on the journal and

year), but, most interestingly, reviewers invited close together in sequence tend to be more

consistent in the scores they submit than are reviewers invited more greatly separated in

sequence. The effect size was quite large; a drop of nearly half in the correlation between

review scores at the extremes (no declined reviewers between invitations versus 6? de-

clined reviewers between invitations; Fig. 5). This suggests that editors are inviting dif-

ferent kinds of reviewers later in the invitation process than they are at the start. Most

likely, editors are first attempting to recruit reviewers with the most appropriate expertise

in the topic and/or methods presented in the paper, but resort to reviewers with less

expertise in the area of the paper, or reviewers that are less experienced at peer review and/

or less familiar with the journal and ratings scale (Sattler et al. 2015), later in the process.

These hypotheses may be testable by investigating the details of reviewer history with

these journals and asking whether prior reviewing experience and/or similarity in research

expertise predict the consistency between review scores.

Despite detectable relationships between reviewer recruitment success and both peer

review scores and editorial decisions, I found no evidence that the difficulty editors had

recruiting reviewers was predictive of the number of citations that papers received for

papers published in Functional Ecology, the one journal for which I have both citation and

peer review data merged together. That reviewer recruitment success could predict cita-

tions seems unlikely given that the journals examined here all have low manuscript

acceptance rates (Functional Ecology consistently declines[60% of reviewed papers,

and[75% of all submissions [Fox and Burns 2015]) and thus the papers published reflect

only that subset that were positively evaluated by reviewers and editors. However, the

results for Functional Ecology contrast with that for the journal Radiology, for which

papers received fewer citations when reviewers were harder to recruit, despite that journal

being more selective (having a lower manuscript acceptance rate) than the journals eval-

uated here (Kallmes et al. 2017).

Conclusions

Papers for which editors have greater difficulty recruiting reviewers are more likely to be

declined after peer review at six journals in ecology and evolution (though the magnitude

of the relationship varies substantially among journals). Much of this relationship is

explainable by variance in peer review scores—papers for which editors have greater

difficulty recruiting reviewers obtain lower scores from reviewers. However, after

accounting for peer review scores, editors remain more likely to decline papers for which

they had trouble recruiting reviewers. This influence of reviewer recruitment difficulty,

although of small effect, should be considered among the diversity of factors, beyond
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quality and significance of the research being described, that influence outcomes of the

editorial and peer review process at academic journals.
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